
25+ UNIQUE THINGS
ABOUT OUR MENTORS &

MENTEES

OISE MENTORSHIP PROGAM

TERRY - MENTOR
Michelle and I are both grads of the U of T Faculty of

Music!

EMILY - MENTEE
My mentor and I are both women with STEM

backgrounds. I admire my mentor's non-traditional

path through graduate work :)

SARA - MENTOR
So far my mentee and I have been communicating via

memes. It’s oddly effective.

KIRSTEN - MENTEE
My mentor is a professor, which is really cool because I

have a lot of questions about education!

LISA - MENTEE
Hi everyone! My name is Lisa and my mentor is

awesome! My mentor loves listening to podcasts.

ALYSSA - MENTEE
My mentor and I both like to hike and she was born in

Guyana.
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ALYSSE - MENTEE
My mentee and I both love RuPaul’s Drag Race - instant

bonding :)

JAN - MENTOR
I have a new mentee and we have been chatting on

What'sApp. Janice is an avid boulderer. :-)

STEPHEN - MENTEE
I had a great meeting with my mentor, we talked about

research and figuring out my thesis question. She is

extremely helpful to me as she is a researcher.

JEFFREY - MENTOR
I have a wonderful mentee, we have met virtually and

she has a very interesting background in linguistics and

I know we will have a great year together.

CARRIE - MENTOR
My mentee sailed at a varsity level!

JANICE - ME
My mentor loves hiking in the Rockies and plans to

snowboard there when the season starts. They were also

supposed to travel to Australia and New Zealand but

had to cancel due to COVID.

ELANA - MENTOR
I had a wonderful conversation with my mentee. Halah

is from a family of 5 five siblings. Her education started

with a business degree and now opened to an early

years program. She likes organizing to help her relax!

CHARLES - MENTEE
My mentor is fluent in Turkish, English, and currently

learning Italian, and aspires to live in Iceland.
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ALLISON - MENTEE
My mentor is super awesome! She graduated from my

program, developmental psych education. She is also

an education officer and deals with many portfolios in

which she makes a difference in the education system.

This is definitely something that I also aspire to do :)

CARRIE - MENTOR
My mentees are very excited about their MEd at OISE.

One mentee wants to work with Indigenous students

and create change in curriculum. My other mentee has

spent time in England teaching students with special

needs/ESL and eats burgers upside down.

LINCOLN - MENTEE
I learned my mentor also does theatre :)

BEV - MENTOR
Both my mentees have a wide variety of international

experiences. So far I've helped with resume review.

EDDIA - MENTEE
My mentor recently graduated and is working in a

private institution. She teaches English.

NIHAR - MENTEE
My mentor mentored 3 students last year and what she

loves best about being a mentor is seeing the positive

shift in her mentees in their mindsets, behaviour and

accomplishments. I’m very excited to learn from her!

MICHELLE - MENTEE
My mentor once worked as a wolf walker -- walking

wolves on leashes for a wilderness park up North!

THANK YOU FOR READING!

JUSTIN - MENTEE
My mentor has talked about the importance of French

for her career, which is good for me because I spent 10

years in Montreal before moving to Toronto :)

ADAM - MENTOR
Had a great conversation with my mentee, Ryan. We

have so much in common despite being from different

education sectors -- post-secondary and K-12!

MICHELE - MENTOR
My mentee has two wonderful children and shared

very interesting things about schooling in Pakistan!

KENDRA - MENTEE
My mentor is a retired elementary principal and holds

an MEd degree focused on Reggio Emilia Early

Childhood Education.

ANDREA - MENTOR
My mentee worked on an Indigenous Land education

project in New Brunswick.

VANESSA - MENTEE
My mentor is actually an actor! Something very unique
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